
1. LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Manish Mittal and Arunna Dhademade (2005) they found that higher profitability is the

only major parameter for evaluating banking sector performance from the shareholders point of

view. It is for the banks to strike a balance between commercial and social objectives. They

found that public sector banks are less profitable than private sector banks. Foreign banks top the

list in terms of net profitability. Private sector banks earn higher non-interest income than public

sector banks, because these banks offer more and more fee based services to business houses or

corporate sector. Thus there is urgent need for public sector banks to provide such services to

stand in competition with private sector banks.

2. I.M. Pandey (2005): An efficient allocation of capital is the most important financial function

in modern times. It involves decision to commit the firm's funds to the long term assets. The

firm’s value will increase if investments are profitable and add to the shareholders wealth.

Financial decisions are important to influence the firm’s growth and to involve commitment of

large amount of funds. The types of investment decisions are expansion of existing business,

expansion of new business and replacement and modernization. The capital budgeting decisions

of a firm has to decide the way in which the capital project will be financed. The financing or

capital structure decision. The assets of a company can be financed either by increasing the

owners claims on the creditors’ claims. The various means of financing represent the financial

structure of an enterprise.

3. Medhat Tarawneh (2006) financial performance is a dependent variable and measured by

Return on Assets (ROA) and the intent income size. The independent variables are the size of

banks as measured by total assets of banks, assets management measured by asset utilization

ratio (Operating income divided by total assets) operational efficiency measured by the operating

efficiency ratio (total operating expenses divided by net income)

4. Vasant desai (2007): The Reserve Bank of India plays a very vital role. It is known as the

banker’s bank. The Reserve Bank of India is the head of all banks. All the money formulations

of commercial banks are done under the Reserve Bank of India. The RBI performs all the typical



functions of a good central bank as it is involved in planning the economy of the country. The

main function is that the RBI should control their credit. It is mandatory for the Bank to maintain

the external value of the rupee. Major function is that it should also control the currency.

5. K. C. Sharma (2007)

Banking has entered the electronic era. This has been due to reforms introduced under the WTO

compliances. Private sector banks have been permitted to open their shops in the country. These

banks are either foreign or domestic banks with foreign partnerships. Some of them have been

set up by Development Financial Institutions in order to embrace concept of universal banking,

as practiced in advanced countries. The private sector on the other hand have began their high

tech operations from the initial stage and made the elite of the country to taste the best banking

practices that happens in the western countries. They have foreseen the digital world and have

seen the emerging electronic market, which has encouraged them to have a better customer

service strategy that would be able to deliver the things as per customer’s requirement.

6. Hr Machirajn international publishers (2009): Efficiency can be considered from technical,

economical or empirical considerations. Technical efficiency implies increase in output. In the

case of banks defining inputs and output is difficult and hence certain ratios of costs to assets or

operating revenues are used to measure banks efficiency. In the Indian context public sector

banks accounts for a major portion of banking assets, it is necessary to evaluate the financial

decisions of these banks and compare them with private sector banks to know the quality of

financial decisions on its impact or performance of banks in terms of efficiency, profitability,

competitiveness and other economic variables.

7. DR.S. Gurusamy (2009): One of the key elements of importance for shaping the financial

system of a country is the pension fund. The fund contributes to the development of social

security systems of a country is the pension fund. The fund contributes to the development of

social security system of a country. A fund is established by private employers, governments, or

unions for the payment of retirement benefits. Pension funds are designed to provide for poverty

relief, consumption smoothing etc. Pension funds not only provide compensation for the loyal

service rendered in the past, but in a broader significance. Works as a measure of socio-



economic justice. Pension system refers to the framework of arrangement under which

individuals gain specified entitlements to a regular income in retirement called pension.

8. Dangwal and kapoor (2010) also undertook the study on financial performance of

nationalized banks in India and assessed the growth index value of various parameters through

overall profitability indices. They found that out of 19 banks, four banks had excellent

performance, five banks had good performance and six banks had poor performance. Thus the

performance of nationalized banks differ widely

9. Prasana Chandra (2010): Fundamental of financial management covers all the aspects of the

subject from the basics overview of the financial environment to the financial analysis and

financial planning. The basic consists of forms of business organization which gives detailed

information about the financial management of the organization. After the analysis part

budgeting of capital and fundamental valuation of concept is in detail. It provides an introduction

to the financial management and to the financial environment. The fundamental of financial

management provides a good coverage of the basic concepts relating to the financial

environment. The topics are explained with various examples like the tax system, financial

institution, banking arrangement & the regulatory framework. All the concepts are explained

using numerous examples & illustration besides the illustration given within the chapter,

additional concepts, tools & technique with illustration are provided at the end of chapter section.

The book takes an analytical approach and explains the various analytical methods in context.

10. Jha DK and D S Sarangi (2011): The financial performance of seven public sector and

private sector banks during the period 2009-10. They used three sets of ratio, operating

performance ratio, financial ratio and Efficiency ratio. The study revealed that Axis bank was on

the top of these banks followed by ICICI, BOT, PNB, SBI, IDBI and HDFC.

11. Neeru Mundrai, Kamni Tandon, Nidhi Malhotra (2011) excel books found that there is

significant impact on the SBI’s performance due to entry of new private sector banks as the new

banks are profit oriented institutions while traditional banks are operating with the shackles of

social responsibility towards the society. The other reasons that can be attributed are slow



technological up gradation, poor staffing and employment practices which affect long term

profitability of public sector banks. The study revealed that profitability of SBI is lower than that

of private sector banks even predicting of private sector banks (business per employee) is higher

than state banks.

12. Fernando Ferreng (2012) it is generally agreed that recent economic crisis intensified

worldwide competition among financial institution. This competition has direct impact on how

bank deal with their customer and achieve its objectives performance evaluation of banks is the

key function for improving banks performance. Banks profitability and success to a large extent

depends on bank branch financial performance

13. Ramchandan Azhagasahi and Sandanvn Gejalakshmi (2012): In their study found the

impact of assets management operational efficiency and bank size on the financial performance

of the public sector and private sector bank. The research revealed that bank with higher total

capital deposits and total assets do not always mean that they have better financial performance.

The overall banking sector is strongly influenced by assets utilization, Operational efficiency and

interest income.

14. NutanTroke and P K Pachorkar (2012): The study related that the private sector bank the

percentage of other income in the total income is higher than public sector bank. Public sector

bank depend on intent income for their efficiency and performance. The operational efficiency of

private sector banks is better than public sector banks. Private sector bank use their assets quality

better than public sector banks.

15. Dr.Dhanabhakyam & M.kavitha (2012) in their research used some important ratio to

analyses the financial performance of selected public sector banks such as ratio of advances to

assets, ratio of capital to deposit, ratio of capital to working fund, ratio of demand deposit to total

deposit, credit deposit ratio, return on average net worth ratio, ratio of liquid assets to working

fund etc.

The ratio of advances to assets shows an increasing trend for most of the public sector bank. It

shows aggressiveness of bank in lending which ultimately result in high profitability. The ratio



of capital to deposit also indicates an increasing trend in the capital of banks. This ratio enables

the bank to meet the contingencies of repayment of deposit. The ratio of capital to deposit in

decline. The ratio capitals to working fund also indicate that the overall efficiency of the selected

public sector banks are good. On the other hand the ratios of demand depart to total deposit is

declining. This indicates better liquidity position of bank. The credit deposit ratio of most of the

bank show an increasing trend. It shows that the profitability of the banks in government. The

return on average net worth also shown an increasing trend.

16. Debashish Sur (2012) a financial statement is a collection of data organized interims of

some laid down accounting procedures. Financial statements are blue print of the working or

performance of any organization. The users of financial statements are direct users and indirect

users

The direct users are

 Owners of business

 Management

 Creditors

 Tax authorities

 Customers

Indirect users are

 Stock exchanges

 Financial analysis

 Trade associations

 Competitors

 Financial press

 General public.

17. Ravinder Kaur (May 2012): A comparative study of SBI and ICICI Bank, the author has

written an International Multidisciplinary Research Journal. Due to globalization, banking sector

has developed a lot. The banking sector in India has very large network. One of the popular

banks is the State Bank of India. The SBI has over 16,000 branches over a wide range of

banking. The main objective of study is to examine the financial performance of SBI and ICICI



Bank. SBI is a public sector bank and ICICI bank is a private sector bank . Ratio analysis was

applied to analyze and to compare the trends in banking business and financial performance.

18. Dr. Anurag B Singh and Ms.Priyanka Tandon (2012): The researcher has mentioned the

importance of the banking sector in the economic development of the country. In India banking

system is featured by large network of Bank branches, serving many kinds of financial services

of the people. The research Methodology used by there is a comparative analysis of both the

banks based on the mean and compound growth rate (CGR). The study is based on secondary

data collected from magazines, journals & other published documents. Which was a limitation

since it’s difficult to prove the geniuses of the data.

19. Pawankumar Avdhanam and Sriniwas Kolluru, Ramkrishne Fonnd, (2013) in their

study that state bank group other than SBI home finance has performed better throughout the

period of study. Though there was a decline in PAT for the year 2000-01 but then there was

continuous rise in PAT. Most public sector banks have performed better over year.

20. Vasant Desai, (2013): The performance of a bank can be assessed in there broad dimension

viz. business development, customer service and housekeeping. The resources that a branch has

are manpower, premises, planning, system procedure, organizational structure and general

administration. The efficiency of a branch would be measured by the extent which it has

balanced between three parameters

21. William George A J and Dr. Manoj P K (2013): This research paper is a study of the

modern management philosophy of customer relationship management (CRM) which deals with

the maintenance of a sound relationship with the customers.  The study is carried out in the

Kerala based commercial banks. Also this study compares the CRM between the public and

private sector banks of the same region. Kerala has been very conducive and of great benefit for

the development of banking sector. The Indian banking sector is undergoing many changes and

the banks are facing many challenges. Customers switch banks and go to other banks where they

find better services and thus the find it difficult to retain their old customers.



22. MS. Foiza (2013): The development of electronic commerce is growing at a fast pace

because of advancing global infrastructure. To meet these demands businesses need innovative

ways to create value such as different IT infrastructure, different enterprise architectures and

different ways of thinking about doing business. By adopting technology in banks it has

established the use of different technology tools in banking. Which enables bank to reduce

transaction cost, saving money and also saving time’s E-Banking refers to deploying banking

services over electronic and communication networks directly to customers. Internet banking

provides benefits such as cost saving reaches new segment of population, efficiency,

enhancement of the banks reputation and better customer service.

23. Cheenu Goel, Chitwan Bhutani Rekhi, (2013)

The commercial banking system provides a large portion of the medium of exchange of a given

country and is the primary instruments through which monetary policy is implemented.

Commercial banks make the productive utilization of idle finds and thus assist the society to

produce wealth. Berry, Kehoe and Lindgreen’s study (1980) revealed that the most frustrating

aspects of bank marketing were lack of management support, lack of interdepartmental co-

operation, crisis management and government intrusion. It shows that during the earlier period

there was not much focus on marketing of financial services. There was hardly any marketing

done by banks but after 1991 there are tremendous changes in the banking sector in India

competition among banks emerged due to entry of private sector banks and foreign banks.

24. E. Gordon and K. Natrajan (2014): The economic development of any country depends on

the existence of a well-organized financial system. It includes financial markets and financial

institutions which support the system. Financial system provides the intermediation between

savings and investment and promoters faster economic development.

25. Garimachoudhary(2014): used network of banks, productivity of banks, capital adequacy

ratio, growth of banks as an indicator of measuring banks performance. The study related that

private sector banks have expanded faster than public sector banks. The capital adequacy of new

private sector banks is above RBI minimum requirements. However the assets base of public

sector banks raise faster than private sector banks.



26. Dr. (Mrs.) Anita (2014): It is very important for the customer to spend some of their time in

banks to avail all services. Relationship marketing should be emphasized on the co-operate staff

members and special training should be provided also private banks are ahead of public banks in

the strategic intent. Also in order to keep the customer satisfied the infrastructure of the banks

decor sitting facility are adequate also overall improvement of the banks is necessary by making

the customers available with the latest technology and services. Naloni studied the service

quality model for customers in PSB's she stated that the entry of new private sector banks has led

to improve customer service and products.

27. Renu Bagoria (2014): The main objective of this paper is to make a comparative study

between private sector banks and public sector banks and the adoption of various services

provided by this bank. The different services provided by these banks are M-Banking, Net

banking, ATM, etc. One of the services provided by the bank i.e. Mobile banking helps us to

conduct numerous financial transactions through mobile phone or personal digital assistant (pda).

Data analysis had been made in private sector banks like ICICI Bank, INDUSSIND Bank, HDFC

Bank, Axis Bank and public sector banks like SBI Bank, SBBJ, IDBI and OBC Bank. These

banks also provide Mobile Banking service. The overall study showed that the transaction of

Mobile banking through public sector bank is higher than private sector.

28. Neetu sharma, dr. Richa chaudhary, dr.harsh purohit (2014): Banking institution try to

spread Green environment product by way of Finance to those Industries which make "Green

Product" Eg : Automobile Industry give more importance to battery bike or solar car etc.  Green

banking is an umbrella that makes bank sustainable in Economic, environment & Social

dimensions. Green banking is making technological improvement in banking sector. It is a smart

way of thinking with a vision of future sustainability. Green banking is still a major issue & can

take an important for development of our country India. The environmental friendly activities

such as using energy efficient alliance, implement green data centers help in improving their

operational efficiency as well as cost saving factor for a long run.



29. AlpeshGajera (2015) in his research article an financial performance evaluation of private

and public sector banks found that there in significance difference in the financial performance

of these banks and private sector banks are performed better than public sector banks in respect

of capital adequacy ratio and financial performance,

30. Dr Richa Jain, Prof. Mitali Amit Shelankar & Prof Bharti Sumit Mirchandani, (2015)

Tools / Techniques of financial statement analysis:- The various tools and techniques of

financial statement analysis are

 Trend Percentage Analysis:  It is also known as Intra firm comparison in which the financial

statements of the same company for few years are compared for some important series of

information.

 Comparative Statement: These are the statement of financial positions at different periods of

time. The financial position is shown in a comparative form over two period of time.

 Common Size Statements: The common size statements, balance sheet and income

statements are shown in terms of percentages. The data is shown as percentage of total assets,

liabilities and sales.

 Ratio Analysis: It is a technique of analysis and interpretation of financial statements. It is the

process of establishing and interpreting various financial ratios for helping in taking

decisions.

 Funds Flow Statements: It is a statement of studying the changes in the financial position of a

business enterprise between the beginning and the end it is a statement indicating rises of

funds for a period of time.

 Cash Flow Statements: It shows the changes in cash flow between two periods.




